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Role of lone-pair interactions and local disorder in determining the interdependency
of optical constants ofa-CN:H thin films

G. Fanchini,1 A. Tagliaferro,1 N. M. J. Conway,2,* and C. Godet2
1Dipartimento di Fisica and Unita` INFM, Politecnico di Torino, I-10129 Torino, Italy

2LPICM, UMR 7647-CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France
~Received 2 April 2002; published 27 November 2002!

In this paper the role of the nitrogen bonding regime and of the presence of lone-pair electrons due to
nitrogen atoms on the optical properties of disordered hydrogenated carbon nitride (a-CN:H) thin films grown
by reactive sputtering are studied. Evidence is given for the existence of a variable amount of mixing between
nitrogen atom lone-pair states andp bonding electronic states in different samples. It is proved that such
mixing favors the stabilization of lone pairs. By properly analyzing the role of the local disorder and of the
lone-pairp mixing, an ellipsometric model able to describe the optical complex dielectric constant, measured
in the UV-visible range, is developed. The existence of an optical scaling law for the real and imaginary parts
of the dielectric function is demonstrated.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.195415 PACS number~s!: 78.66.2w, 73.22.2f, 78.20.Ci, 78.30.Ly
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I. INTRODUCTION

The considerable interest in carbon nitride-based t
films ~see Refs. 1–3! is usually justified by the wide range o
mechanical applications that the synthesis of the theoretic
predicted superhard C3N4 phases could open. Nowaday
while most of the effort in growing even small C3N4 crys-
tallites seems to be quite far from the goal,1 other applica-
tions of carbon nitrides are attracting interest. Such appl
tions sometimes require very different growing proces
and nitrogen contents with respect to those currently con
ered to prepare the superhard phases. For instance, the
tion of a few nitrogen atoms insidea-C:H-based materials
is shown to improve some electronic properties such
their photoluminescence,4 electroluminescence,3 and field-
emission5 properties. Very small amounts of nitrogen atom
cause the disordered carbon-based materials~either tetrahe-
dral or graphitelike! to becomen type.6 The main contribu-
tion to such an effect seems related to the nucleation of
carbonsp2 phase7 around nitrogenated sites~that can be ei-
ther sp2- or sp1-hybridized!. Moreover, at least for optica
applications, soft and low coordinated~polymerlike! materi-
als appear more attractive than the hardest and densest
The hydrogen addition during deposition could improve th
properties by increasing the number of terminal bonds
producing a more relaxed structure. In the perspective
such applications, the film characterization should foc
more on the electronic states. This is a problematic po
since, even in non-nitrogenated amorphous carbon mate
though the gross features of the electronic structure are
derstood, only a small amount of detailed quantitative inf
mation is available. In addition, the ability of nitrogen
cluster with thesp2- ~and/orsp1-! hybridized carbon atoms
and to contribute to thep-states amount complicates th
electronic picture. Optical and electronic properties of all
disordered carbon-based materials in the visible-ne
ultraviolet ~VIS-NUV! energy range are in fact largely dete
mined byp andp* states.

The aim of the present paper is to study the effects
0163-1829/2002/66~19!/195415~9!/$20.00 66 1954
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nitrogen incorporation on the properties ofa-CN:H materi-
als. The nitrogen lone-pair interactions withp states belong-
ing to neighboring C and N atoms and the local disorder
taken into account and the consequent site-to-site fluc
tions of the nonbonding level considered. The role of su
phenomena in determining the optical properties of a se
reactively sputtereda-CN:H materials and the existence of
scaling law for the optical properties of sucha-CN:H films
are demonstrated.

II. EXPERIMENT

Samples were deposited in a conventional rf~13.56 MHz!
diode sputtering system.8 The carbon ions sputtered from th
graphite cathode~99.999% purity! mix with the chamber
Ar1He1N21H2 reactive atmosphere. No external bi
voltage was applied at the substrate. The He/Ar flow-r
ratio ~3/7! and substrate temperature~100 °C! were kept
fixed. No more than one parameter~rf power, chamber pres
sure, gas flow rates. etc! was varied from one deposition t
the other~Table I!. One additional sample~sample 1! was
prepared under conditions known to producesp2-rich and
electrically conductive materials. Nitrogen content w
evaluated by Rutherford backscattering and nuclear reac
analysis with a relative uncertainty;30%. H content was
evaluated by elastic recoil detection analysis. The N con
of the films is always close to 10%, while the H conte
ranges from 14%~sample 2! to 20% ~sample 7!. Such com-
positions refer to the total N and H contents~irrespective of
the bonded or free nature of the atoms!. Preliminary results
of small-angle x-ray scattering analyses performed
samples deposited under similar conditions show the film
be amorphous or, at least, containingsp2 clusters below the
minimum detectable size@estimated around 12–15 Å~Ref.
9!#. The samples were optically characterized byex situUV-
visible spectroscopic phase-modulated ellipsometry in
1.5–5 eV photon energy range using a Jobin-Yvon UVIS
system. The measured spectra were fitted using
Tauc-Lorentz10 model to obtain refractive indices (n) and
©2002 The American Physical Society15-1
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TABLE I. Deposition conditions.

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

rf power ~W! 220 300 400 300 300 300 300
ptot ~mTorr! 38 25 20 20 20 20 20
FN2

~SCCM! 4 10 10 7 10 10 20
FH2

~SCCM! 3 7 5 5 7 7 7
FAr ~SCCM! 30 70 70 70 70 70 70
FHe ~SCCM! 70 30 30 30 30 30 30

Self-bias voltage~V! 2350 2890 21000 2890 2890 2890 2890

Thickness~nm! 250 370 460 520 440 370 300
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extinction coefficients (k), as well as the complex dielectri
functions («11 i«2) and the film thickness.

III. THE ROLES OF NITROGEN AND DISORDER

In the VIS-NUV range, the optical transitions are go
erned by thep andp* electronic state distributions, relate
to sp2- and sp1-hybridized C and N atoms. Specific lone
pair electronic states arise from groups~CN! with
sp1-hybridized C atoms, which may form C[N triple bonds
or —NvCvN— longer chains, as observed previously
sputtered films.11 In the following, we will discuss the role o
nitrogen and local disorder in determining the nature a
energy distribution of the electronic states. In particular,
will show how the modifications of thep-p* transitions due
to N lone pairs and local fluctuation effects can be incor
rated in the optical modeling.

A. Lone-pair p mixing and partial delocalization
of the lone-pair electrons

sp1- and sp2-hybridized nitrogen atoms have unshar
highly localizeds-electron lone pairs that, even if stabilize
by the local environment, are energetically located close
midgap than thes-bonded states of the C-C, C-N, C-H, o
N-H bonds.1 Interactions between the lone-pair~LP! and p
states of the carbon nitride matrix may result from ‘‘orbita
mixing’’ effects. The term mixing may involve differen
physical effects that are hardly separable and can be tre
in the same way in the framework of our model:

~i! the LP interaction with the otheratomicorbitals of the
N atom, likely prevailing in constrained carbon nitrid
structures, and

~ii ! the LP interaction with themolecular p orbitals
formed by the clustered C and/or N atoms surrou
ing the lone pair, dominant in floppy materials. Th
interaction involves a partial conjugation of the orig
nal p and LP states, leading to an increase in the s
tial extension of the ‘‘mixed’’ LP states as compare
to noninteracting LP states. Such a mixing is expec
to prevail in the low-density, H-rich carbon nitrid
films examined in this paper.

While the first type of ‘‘mixing’’ is connected with distor
tions, the second type is due to the fact that lone pairs anp
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states are sitting on different ions. Hence, as LP states has
character and spherical symmetry, they can mix withp or-
bitals sitting on nearby ions.

B. The density of electronic states
and the disorder-broadening effects

In unalloyeda-C:H as a consequence of the overlap b
tween nearest-neighboringp-atomic orbitals,p bands are
narrower and closer to the local nonbonding level with
spect top* bands.12 The bonding and antibonding density
of-states~DOS! distributions in carbon nitride alloys are ex
pected to be strongly affected by the mixing effects. As
consequence of the localized nature of the states, the de
tion of an overall Fermi level for thesp2 phase is not pos-
sible. Larger Gaussian widths for the bonding DOS can th
be attributed to the shifts of the local~nonpinned! nonbond-
ing energy level needed in order to maximize the local bo
ing energy. Such a shift is strongly dependent on the
creased number of loosely bonded electrons provided
nitrogen atoms, which can participate in the LP-p mixing. In
the presence of relevant nitrogen alloying effects, the ove
between nearest-neighboringp-atomic orbitals12 becomes a
secondary source of asymmetry with respect to the afo
mentioned broadening of the bonding DOS and the sub
quent nonbonding level shift. A~LP-p mixed! bonding state
can even sit farther from the local nonbonding level than
corresponding antibonding one. Hence, the DOS model c
templating asymmetries between the bonding and antibo
ing DOS ina-C:H ~Ref. 12! still holds for a-CN:H ~Fig. 1!
though the asymmetries may have different physical orig

A Gaussian-like shape and a scaling relationship betw
peak position and peak width have been demonstrated fop
and p* bands13 as a consequence of the fluctuation of t
local disorder. The CN groups relevant to the LP-p mixing
are located close to~or inside! sp2 clusters, and consequentl
affected by the same amount of disorder affecting the Csp2

sites. In addition,sp3 and sp1 phases are unable to coexi
under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions14 and our
deposition process is not expected to largely depart fr
such conditions. Hence, LP states should also be descr
by a Gaussian-shaped DOS, characterized by a peak pos
ELP and a widthsLP , and we expect the same scaling re
tionship between peak position and peak width to hold fop
~andp* ! and LP bands. Let us assume the Gaussian-sha
5-2
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disorder-broadened bands to be centered at2Ep , Ep* , and
2ELP , respectively. The origin of the energy scale is se
the average nonbonding level. For the sake of simplicity
will assumep andp* DOS to be symmetric with respect t
the origin, andEp will be equal to Ep* . We perform a
scaling13,15 of the peak energies by dividing each peak e
ergy by the correspondent half width at half maximum (sp

5sp* and sLP) so that a quantityW0 independent of the
given film is obtained:

Ep /sp5Ep* /sp* 5ELP /sLP5W05const. ~1!

As outlined in Sec III A, ap and LP mixing effect occurs
due to disorder and local distortions. The Appendix sho
that, assuming both nonmixedp and LP bands as Gaussia
shaped, the DOS arising from their mixing is still Gauss
shaped, peaked between the two LP- andp-states Gaussian
and wider than each of them~see Fig. 1!. The parameter

VN05ELP /Ep5sLP /sp ~2!

takes into account the difference in the peak positions of
p and LP DOS. For LP states sitting on the material no
bonding level we haveVN050 and ad-shaped LP DOS,
while VN051 implies that thep and LP DOS are super
posed. As a consequence ofp-LP mixing, the peak of the
p-LP band moves to an intermediate position betweenELP
andEp , so that the scaled~by disorder! peak-to-peak energy
WN0 between the mixedp-LP and thep* bands is given by
~see the Appendix!

WN05
VN013

2@2~VN0
2 12!#1/2W0 . ~3!

It can be observed that~Appendix!

~i! the bonding DOS ‘‘band’’ broadens because of LPp
mixing:

~ii ! the ‘‘mixed’’ LP-p DOS band is peaked between th
LP andp peaks (EpN5@Ep1ELP#/2).

FIG. 1. Schematic of the density of states near the ‘‘Fe
level.’’ The effect of LP-p mixing is evidenced by the broadenin
of the mixed LP1p band with respect to the original ‘‘unmixed
LP and p ones. The ‘‘nonbonding level shift’’ consequent to th
mixing is sketched.
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C. The joint density of electronic states„JDOS… and the optical
oscillator density

When optical transitions are considered, the relev
quantity affecting the dielectric constant is not the DOS
self, but the so-calledJDOS, defined as16

JDOS~hv !5E
0

hv
No~Z2hv !Nu~Z!dZ. ~4!

Assuming the matrix elementQ of the transition to be inde-
pendent of the energy of the initial~occupied! and final~un-
occupied! states, the imaginary part of the dielectric consta
can be written as16

«2~hv !5Q2
•JDOS~hv !/~hv !2. ~5!

In turn, the optical oscillator density will be given by17

f ~E!5E
0

E

~hv !«2~hv !d~hv !. ~6!

In order to analyze the optical oscillator density at a giv
photon energy we hypothesize in our case that in addition
absorption processes due top→p* transitions, other transi-
tions related to the presence of nitrogen appear. In particu
p→p* and LP→p* transitions coexist, the contribution o
the latter being controlled by the total concentrationnp* of
p* states~that equals the total concentration ofp statesnp)
and the concentrationnCN of CN groups, providing a lone-
pair each~i.e., if n nitrogen atoms with a lone pair each a
present in the group, they would be counted asn groups!.
Applying the f-sum rule17 we obtain the oscillator strengt
density f LP of the LP→p* transitions,

f LP}~nCN•np!1/25B•~nCN•np!1/2. ~7!

No linear relationapparentlyholds betweennp and f LP as
the LP DOS depends onnCN and does not seem to b
uniquely related tonp . However, several effects~detailed in
the following! have to be considered before a final statem
can be made.

First of all, eachsp1-hybridized atom involves twop
electrons, not the singlep electron involved by eachsp2 site,
and this will alter thenp value. The presence ofsp1 nitrogen
affects thenp value in an additional way because, as d
cussed in Ref. 11, CN groups are expected to favor the nu
ation of thesp2 phase around them.

Such effects can be summarized in the following relatio
ship betweennp and the (sp1) CN group density (nCN):

np5np
~0!1~21w!nCN, ~8!

wherenp
(0) is the p-electron density of a hypothetical non

nitrogenated ‘‘a-C:H precursor,’’ and 2 is the number ofp
electrons belonging to each CN group. The parametew
takes into account that nitrogen induces the nucleation of
carbonsp2 phase and, as such, it also indirectly increases
amount ofp states. Our model will not be able to provide a
a priori estimate forw ~that could even differ from sample t
sample without limitation to the model applicability!.

i

5-3
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Generally speaking, Eq.~8! must be modified in the cas
in which bothsp2- andsp1-hybridization of nitrogen atoms
occurs. However, this simply means substituting the num
2 in Eq. ~8! with a properly averaged number. Hence, t
following considerations will also hold for all samples ha
ing comparable amounts ofsp2- andsp1-hybridized nitrogen
atoms. Since~at least in the presenthydrogenatedsamples11!
no evidence of a relevant amount ofsp2-hybridized nitrogen
atoms was obtained, we will focus the following discussi
to thesp1 case@with the use of number 2 in Eq.~8!#.

By substitutingnCN from Eq. ~8! in the f-sum rule de-
scribed by Eq.~7!, we obtain

f LP5B•npS 1

21w D 1/2

•S 12
np

~0!

np
D 1/2

. ~9a!

whereB is a constant. As the nitrogen-related increase of
p-state density is expected to be, at least for sufficien
N-rich films, quite relevant, we assumenp /np

(0)@1. Hence

f LP'B•npS 1

21w D 1/2

•S 12
np

~0!

2np
D . ~9b!

This allows to writef LP as a sum of a positive~larger! and a
negative~smaller! term: f LP' f LP8 2 f LP9 ~no physical meaning
being assigned to the negative contribution2 f LP9 ):

f LP8 ~Y!5B~Y,W0!•np•S 1

21w D 1/2

,

f LP9 ~Y!5B~Y,W0!•np
~0!
•S 1

814w D 1/2

. ~10!

As evidenced, the coefficientB5B(Y,W0) will not depend
on the single film properties, but only on the scaled energY
and the scaled peak energyW0 ~see the Appendix for thei
definitions!.

For a non-nitrogenated materialf LP50 @from Eq.~9a!, as
np5np

(0)], while in the presence of nitrogen alloying effec
f LP' f LP8 @ f LP9 . As f LP on its turn is lower than thep→p*
contribution (f p), we can neglectf LP9 , assumingf p1 f LP

' f p1 f LP8 . This is tantamount to assuming that most of t
p states sitting close to the lone pairs are~directly or indi-
rectly! related to nitrogen, rather than to the microstructu
of the ‘‘a-C:H precursor.’’

D. The scaled photon energy and the optical oscillator density

Let us now discuss the scaled photon energy to ana
the optical oscillator density of our films. In the Appendix
is shown that the scaling of photon energy in the presenc
LP-p mixing should be performed in the following way:

YN~E!5
2

@2~VN0
2 12!#1/2Y<Y, ~11!

whereY (5E/@2sp#) represents the scaled photon energ13

in the absence of LP’s. We remind the reader that such s
ing is performed in order to get rid of the different amoun
of disorder in the different samples.13
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At high enough photon energies~usually above 2–3 eV!,
the optical oscillator densityf LP-p(YN) arising from the
Gaussian-shaped DOS ‘‘bands’’ can be assumed13 as being
Gaussian-shaped itself. Hence, we can write

f LP-p~YN!5JDOS LP-p~YN!/YN;C exp@2~YN2WN0!2#,
~12!

whereC is a constant.

IV. THE LINEAR INTERDEPENDENCY MODEL FOR
NITROGENATED FILMS

A. Introduction

In the presence of different types of transitions, at ea
~scaled or not! photon energy, the overall excitation coeffi
cient«2 can be regarded as the sum of various contributi
(«25S i«2i). We will neglect«2s as it describes transition
involving s states (p→s* , s→s* ,...) andgives a small
contribution in the energy range of interest. Thef LP9 term
~and, hence,«2LP9 ! will be disregarded as well~see above!.
«2(Y) will then be the sum of thep→p* (5«2p) and LP
→p* (;«2LP8 ) contributions«2'«2p1«2LP8 . In the next
sections a model useful to analyze the optical properties
slightly nitrogenated~;10%! films will be developed and its
applicability will be shown to rely on the applicability of th
condition (21w)nCN@np

(0) .

B. The basis of the model

According to the Kramers-Kro¨nig relations,16 the total di-
electric susceptivity («121) can be obtained by summin
the contributions related to the various transitions:«121
5S i @«121# i . In our scheme, the overall dielectric susce
tivity at any given energy is written as

«121'@«121#s1@«121#p1@«121#LP8 2@«121#LP9 .
~13!

By multiplying @«121#p1@«121#LP8 by a factor«2 /(«2p

1«LP8 );1 we obtain, at each scaled energyYN ,

«1~YN!'H @«1~YN!21#p1@«1~YN!21#LP8

«2,p~YN!1«2,LP8 ~YN! J «2~YN!

1«1,s~YN!2@«1~YN!21#LP9 . ~14!

Hence, fora-CN:H films a relationship of the type

«1~YN!'SN~YN ,WN0!«2~YN!1I N~YN ,WN0! ~15!

holds between«1(YN) and«2(YN).

C. The slopeSN

The slopeSN will be approximately given by the facto
appearing in brackets in Eq.~14!. As Kramers-Kro¨nig
relationships17 allow us to write each contribution to susce
tivity ( @«121# i) in terms of the corresponding optical osc
lator densityf i , we have
5-4
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SN~YN!5
@«1~YN!21#p1@«1~YN!21#LP8

«2,p~YN!1«2,LP8 ~YN!

5

E
2`

1` f p~Z!1 f LP8 ~Z!

Z22YN
2 dZ

f p~YN!1 f LP8 ~YN!

YN

. ~16!

In order to obtain a more useful expression forS, we will
apply the procedure described by Eqs.~9! and ~10! to the
oscillator densityf LP-p @Eq. ~2!#:

f LP-p~YN!5 f LP-p8 ~YN!2 f LP-p9 ~YN!

5C8 exp@2~YN2WN0!2#

2C9 exp@2~YN2WN0!2#. ~17!

The coefficientsC8 and C9 can be evaluated by using th
f-sum rule. HenceC5C82C95K8np2K9np

(0) and the fol-
lowing expressions are obtained:

f LP-p8 ~Y!5K8np exp@2~YN2WN0!2#,

2 f LP-p9 ~Y!52K9np
~0! exp@2~YN2WN0!2#. ~18!

SN can be evaluated by replacingf p1 f LP with f LP-p ~i.e.,
substitutingf LP-p8 for f p1 f LP8 and f LP-p9 for f LP9 ) in Eq. ~16!
and taking into account Eq.~12!. The energy trend of the
slopeSN is consequently given by

SN~YN ,WN0!5 i erf@ i ~WN02YN!#

1 i exp~24WN0YN!erf@ i ~WN01YN!#,

~19!

whereWN0 represents a properly averaged value of theWN
values of the different films taken into account in a spec
analysis. The possibility to use a singleW value is related to
the fact that thenp dependency of the termf p1 f LP8 , as it
affects both the numerator and the denominator in Eq.~19!,
cancels out. Hence,SN(Y) values do not depend onnp ~i.e.,
they are not affected by film features such as cluster si
and Csp3, N, and H contents, etc.!.

Equation ~19! closely resembles the result obtained f
non-nitrogenated films.13 However, it has to be noted that th
parameters involved in Eq.~16! have a different physica
meaning than those involved in the ‘‘non-nitrogenated’’ ca

D. The intercept I N

The analysis of Eq.~14! shows that the intercept can b
written as

I N~YN!5«1,s~YN!2@«1~YN!21#LP9 . ~20!

Although f LP9 gives a nearly negligible contribution to th
overall oscillator densities, it gives a non-negligible one
the total susceptivity through the@«1(Y)21#LP9 term. In fact,
at those scaled energies at which@«1(Y)21#s gives a weak
contribution, even the small@«1(Y)21#LP9 component has its
19541
c
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relevance in determining the intercept valuesI N . The f LP9
related contributions will then become relevant at lowY val-
ues. Following Eqs.~20! and ~10! we can write

I N~YN!5I 0~YN!2E
2`

1` f LP9 ~Z!

Z22YN
2 dZ. ~21!

When only the effect ofs-state related transitions is con
sidered,I 0 can be written, by means of the Kramers-Kro¨nig
relationship and a Wemple-diDomenico model,18 as13

I 0~Y,X0 ,X2!5111/~X02X2Y2!, ~22!

where X0 and X2 are values determined by thes related
transitions. The@«1(Y)21#LP9 term accounts for the depar
ture between the experimental~see below! and modeled@Eq.
~15!# trends at lowYN values. Indeed, as@«1(YN8 )21#LP9 is
proportional tonp

(0) and different ‘‘a-C:H precursors’’ can
exist, the intercept valueI N is not unique but is affected by
certain fluctuationDI (Y), depending on the actual conce
tration np

(0) of p→p* oscillators in the ‘‘a-C:H precursor.’’

E. Summary

The linear interdependency model contemplates that
each scaled energyYN , samples place themselves alon
parallel lines havingSN0(WN) slopes. The line on which a
givena-CN:H film is actually placed~Fig. 3! depends on its
‘‘ a-C:H precursor.’’

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

A. Overview

The ellipsometry data analyzed using the Tauc-Lore
model provide the optical parameters usually selected
compare carbon-based thin films with literature data. In t
study, the optical gapEg of sputtered carbon nitrides range
from 0.6 to 1.2 eV, and the refractive index at 2 eV is in t
range 1.80–1.95 showing their graphiticlike structure. In
following, a more detailed ellipsometric model is develop
in the frame of the scaling law exposed in the previous s
tion.

Let us first focus on the energy dependence of«1 and«2
reported in Fig. 2. The analysis of the figure shows that
gross features of the optical properties ofa-CN:H in the
VIS-NUV range appear to be close to those ofa-C:H films.
However, the trends fora-C~:H! films are steeper than thos
of our a-CN:H films.

As a first step, we have analyzed the«2 energy depen-
dence for each sample by means of the formulas reporte
the Appendix. This allows to determine the values of t
various parameters needed for thes scaling, i.e., bandwidths
and peak positions. Moreover, values ofVN andWN will be
obtained for each sample~see Table II!.

At this stage, thes scaling of the photon energy~i.e., the
determination of theYN values! can be performed for eac
film. This allows to plot~Fig. 3!, at any givenYN , «1 as a
5-5
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function of «2 for all samples. A linear relationship proper
describes the data at alls-scaled energies:

«1 j~YN!5SN~YN!«2 j~YN!1I N~YN!, ~23!

wherej stands for any given sample.
The YN dependence of the slopeSN and the interceptI N

for our a-CN:H films (SN and I N in the following! are re-

FIG. 2. Trends of the real («1) and imaginary («2) parts of the
complex dielectric constants vs incident photon energies. Tre
exhibited by samples 2, 4, and 6 are not reported since they are
close to that exhibited by sample 3. The behavior of twoa-C~:H!
samples~Ref. 13! is reported as well. Values in eV indicate th
E04 gap.

TABLE II. Optical and DOS parameters of the films~see text
for the meaning of the symbols!.

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Tauc gapEg ~eV! 0.58 0.68 0.71 0.73 0.84 0.88 1.1
E04 gap ~eV! 0.95 1.20 1.09 1.18 1.46 1.34 1.9

Ep* ~eV! 1.63 1.68 1.71 1.73 1.95 1.77 2.4
PpN5Ep* 1EpN ~eV! 4.06 3.99 4.11 4.04 4.52 3.94 5.0

sp ~eV! 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.73 0.82 0.74 1.0
spN ~eV! 1.22 1.12 1.18 1.11 1.24 1.01 1.1

VN 1.22 1.13 1.17 1.10 1.00 1.10 0.8
WN 1.66 1.79 1.74 1.82 1.83 1.95 2.1
19541
ported in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The lines obtained
best fitting the data with Eqs.~19! and ~22! are reported as
well. It can be observed that

~i! Eq. ~23! ~i.e., the linear interdependency model! is
reasonably obeyed by the experimental curves;

~ii ! the value of the average scaled peak energy obta
from the best-fit procedure (WN051.9) is close to the
average of theWN values obtained from the analys
of «2 for each film~see Table II!;

~iii ! departures from the linear interdependency model
cur in samples havingE04 values well below;1.1 eV.
Such a behavior is in fact clear only for thesp2-rich
sample 1~Fig. 3! havingE04;0.95 eV.

Analyzing the data in Fig. 5 by Eq.~22!, the values ofX0
~50.529! andX2 ~50.035! can be extracted. A detailed dis
cussion of these parameters is, however, beyond the sco
this paper.

ds
ry

FIG. 3. Linear interdependency of the optical constants«1 and
«2 at two different scaled energies:~a! Y50.9; ~b! Y51.8. Two
percolating (a-C:H anda-CN:H! samples with different threshold
values are shown. The effects of LP-p mixing and LP delocalization
~see text! are sketched.
5-6
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B. Looking for information about LP and their mixing
with p states

The values ofVN (5ELP /Ep) reported in Table II vary in
the range 0.8–1.2. Hence, the peaks of LP andp states are
quite close in energy and this favors their mixing. Since
two peaks are so close in energy, the main effect of mix
will be to broaden the bonding state DOS, leaving alm
unchanged the energy spacing between~p-LP mixed! bond-
ing and (p* ) antibonding band peaks.

The highELP values~of the order ofEp , i.e., 2–3 eV!
confirm that the LP states are strongly stabilized by the
vironment. Such stabilization can be attributed to t
medium-range polarization and interactions related to
charge transfer occurring in thesp2 carbon phase because
the nitrogenated inclusions.11 Actually, in the considered
a-CN:H samples it is expected that the medium-range po

FIG. 4. Slopes of the«1 vs «2 linear relationships fora-CN:H
anda-C:H. Lines represents the fitting obtained with Eq.~19!.

FIG. 5. Scaled energy dependence of the intercept of the lin
interdependency relationship fora-CN:H. The line is obtained by
best fitting the 1/(I 021) trends~linear in Y! from Eq. ~22!.
19541
e
g
t
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e
e

r-

ization of thep states creates regions of the carbon ph
where the electronic charge density is lower. Such regi
will conjugate with the LP electrons and stabilize th
nitrogen-related lone-pair states. It must be noted t
a-CN:H films cannot be simply regarded as a collection
‘‘molecules,’’ since disorder and medium-range interacti
among the various groups and clusters strongly affect t
properties.

In order to further investigate the role of LP-p mixing, it
is interesting to compare the results obtained fora-CN:H
films with those obtained in thea-C:H case.13 The existence
of a linear relationship between«1 and «2 at any given
s-scaled energy allows in fact a quantitative understand
on a common basis of the DOS features ofa-C:H or
a-CN:H films. However, the various parameters~W, X0 , X2 ,
and subsequentlyS, I, . . . ! have different values and phys
cal meanings fora-C:H anda-CN:H films.

In the case ofa-CN:H the SN ~and I N) vs Y curves are
less steep~see Figs. 4 and 5!. The lower values of slope ar
due to the more relevant role played by thes-p mixing as a
consequence of the presence of thes-like LP states. The
bonding DOS ‘‘band’’ broadens (sLP-p.sp) because of the
LP-p mixing effect. Such an effect increases the bandwi
spN of the joint density of states and the optical oscillat
density@Eq. ~12!#. Finally, WN0 will be lower than the cor-
respondingW0 @52.4 ~Ref. 13!# value. As the peak-to-pea
energy spacing is similar, this amounts to having wid
Gaussian ‘‘bands’’ ina-CN:H and is a consequence~see
above! of the LP-p mixing.

While departures from the linear interdependency mo
occur ina-C~:H! samples havingE04;1.3 eV, such a mode
still holds fora-CN:H films havingE04;1.1 eV. It has been
argued13 that the departure from the linear behavior in t
«1(Y) vs «2(Y) plot is related to the onset of percolation fo
~i.e., the formation of extended! p andp* states, which oc-
curs in a-C:H films having low E04 @,1.3 eV; i.e., sp2

.80% ~Ref. 13!#. When percolation occurs~i.e., for Y ex-
ceeding a threshold scaled energyYpt) Eq. ~23! no longer
holds. Ina-CN:H samples Eq.~23! still holds for films with
E04 values well below the threshold value ina-C:H films.
This suggests that in the presence of nitrogen a highersp2

content is required to renderp states percolating, despite th
broader absorption band tails of nitrogenated films. This
dicates the important role of LP states that, by mixing withp
states, leads to mixed LP-p states more localized than th
original ~unmixed! p ones.

Of course, the presence of a relevantsp1 phase might
partially modify the shape of thep DOS since eachsp1 site
involves two p electrons occupying two degenerate stat
However, at a given number ofp electrons per unit volume
films having a highersp1/sp2 ratio would also have a
p-electron distribution more localized aroundsp1 sites.
Moreover, degenerate electronic states have the same en
and thesp1 phase is expected to increase the network fl
piness. We would then expect a shrinking rather than
broadening ofp- andp* -DOS bands. Finally, in presence o
a p-DOS perturbation mainly caused by the direct effect
thesp1 phase, the linear relationship between«1 and«2 @Eq.

ar
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~3!# would vanish since their relationship will be determin
by the actualsp1/sp2 ratio of each sample. This facts su
gest thatp states related tosp1 sites have a limited role in
determining the optical properties of oura-CN:H films.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown that the optical properties of a set
a-CN:H thin films having quite different physical propertie
can be described on a common basis. The crucial role pla
by the nitrogen atoms in promoting either directly (sp1 hy-
brids involving one morep electron thansp2 hybrids! or
indirectly (sp1 hybrids inducing carbonsp2 island nucle-
ation around them! the increase of thep-electron density was
discussed.

The lone pairs belonging to the nitrogen atoms are
crucial importance in determining the optical properties
the films. LP states can mix either with otheratomicorbitals
of the same N atom or with themolecularp orbitals formed
by the clustered C and/or N atoms surrounding the lone p
As a consequence, a single ‘‘valence’’ LP-p band of local-
ized states is formed and transitions occur to the states o
p* band. Assuming such bands to have quasi-Gaus
shapes, the absorption properties in the energy range clo
the Gaussian peak-to-peak energy spacing have been
erly modeled.

On the basis of such an approach, the existence of a li
interdependency between causally related optical const
and the differences of the involved parameters with resp
to the a-C:H case13 have been justified. The existence of
common ‘‘a-C:H precursor’’ for the set ofa-CN:H films,
with a common concentration ofp-p* oscillators, has been
proposed.

APPENDIX: JOINT DENSITY OF STATES IN THE
PRESENCE OF LP-p MIXING AND LP DELOCALIZATION

In Sec. III B we have justified the assumption that t
density of LP,p, andp* states are described by Gaussia
shaped disorder-broadened bands centered at2ELP , 2Ep ,
andEp* , respectively. We have also demonstrated the va
ity of the following assumption:

Ep /sp5Ep* /sp* 5ELP /sLP5W05const.

Under negligible LP-p mixing conditions, the Gaussian
shapedp andp* DOS can be written in terms of the scale
photon energyY (5E/@2sx#) and the scaled peak-to-pea
spacingW0 (5Ep /@sp#):

Ni~Y,W0!5Ni ,maxexp@2~Y6W0/2!2#, ~A1!

where 1 holds for i 5p ~i.e., bonding DOS! and 2 for i
5p* ~i.e., antibonding DOS!.

The Gaussian-broadened LP DOS can be written in te
of Y andW0 :
19541
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NLPS Y

VN0
,2W0D5NLP,maxexpF2

~E1ELP!2

2•sLP
2 G

5NLP,maxexpF2S Y

VN0
1

W0

2 D 2G ,
~A2!

where a further dimensionless parameter

VN05ELP /Ep5sLP /sp

takes into account the peak positionELP ~and the bandwidth
sLP) of the LP DOS. For LP states sitting on the avera
nonbonding level we haveVN050 and ad-shaped LP DOS,
while VN051 implies that thep and LP DOS are super
posed.

Let us suppose that a full LP-p mixing occurs without any
relevant energy gain. This is a reasonable assumption as
two states merge in order to prevent the energy loss that
local distortions would impose on nonmixed states. The d
sity of bonding states obtained by mixing the wholep DOS
and the whole LP DOS will be given by the convolutio
product of the two bands

NLP-p~Y!5E
2`

1`

NLPS Y2Z

VN0
,2W0DNp~Z,2W0!dZ

5NLP-p,maxexpH 2
@4Y1W0~11VN0!#2

8~VN0
2 11! J .

~A3!

The result is the formation of a LP-p mixed DOS band lo-
cated at an intermediate energy and wider than each o
components. The joint density of states (JDOS) will be ob-
tained by properly convoluting the density of occupied sta
with the density of unoccupied ones. Considering only
(p-LP)→p* transition,

JDOS,LP-p~Y!

5E
0

Y

NLP-p~Z2Y!Np* ~Z!dZ

5C9 expH 2
@4Y2W0~VN013!#2

8•~21VN0
2 ! J

3H erfF 4Y1W0~2VN0
2 2VN011!

2@2~VN0
2 11!~VN0

2 12!#1/2G
2erfF24Y~11VN0

2 !1W0~2VN0
2 2VN011!

2@2~VN0
2 11!~VN0

2 12!#1/2 G J .

~A4!

As the term inside brackets has a quasilinearYdependence in
the region of interest, the optical oscillator densitiesf LP-p(Y)
5-8
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@5JDOS,LP-p(Y)/Y# is approximately Gaussian shaped.13 In
particular, if we introduce a new scaled photon energy

YN5
2

@2~VN0
2 12!#1/2Y<Y

and a new scaled peak-to-peak energy

WN05
VN013

2@2~VN0
2 12!#1/2W0 ~A5!

we can write

*Present address: Opsys Ltd., Begbroke Business and Sc
Park, Yarnton, Oxford OX5 1PB, UK.
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